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  1. Which of the following is not an important part of English breakfast?

Bacon

Arepa

Sausages

2. What is English breakfast also known as?

Full English

Elevenses

Continental breakfast

3. How are most parts of English breakfast prepared?

Boiled

Fried

Baked

4. What is boxty?

A traditional Irish potato pancake

A traditional Scottish coffee drink

A traditional Welsh omelette

5. In which country the white pudding is not popular?

Scotland

Wales
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Ireland

6. Which of the following is not a Scottish element of the full breakfast?

A back Bacon

Tattie Scones

A lorne Sausage

7. How are eggs usually prepared for traditional English breakfast?

Scrambled eggs

Poached eggs

Soft-boiled eggs

8. What are three main components of the traditional English breakfast?

Eggs, sausages and yogurt

Bacon, eggs and sausages

Eggs, bacon and potato

9. When was the idea of English breakfast as a national dish first mentioned?

13th century

16th century

17th century
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English Breakfast Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Which of the following is not an important part of English breakfast?
  Arepa
  2. What is English breakfast also known as?
  Full English
  3. How are most parts of English breakfast prepared?
  Fried
  4. What is boxty?
  A traditional Irish potato pancake
  5. In which country the white pudding is not popular?
  Wales
  6. Which of the following is not a Scottish element of the full breakfast?
  A back Bacon
  7. How are eggs usually prepared for traditional English breakfast?
  Scrambled eggs
  8. What are three main components of the traditional English breakfast?
  Bacon, eggs and sausages
  9. When was the idea of English breakfast as a national dish first mentioned?
  13th century
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